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A SHELTERED LIFE

Judges live sheltered lives.- I am no exception. Most ju~es will not venture faf

without their tipstaff to accompany them. TIlese burley officials, most o~ them :fcrmer

naval perrons, usually bearing a long rod surmountecj. by a golden crown, accompany jUdges·

around court buildings to protect them, presumably from approaches by witnesSes Ct" the

ire of disappointed litigants. I know on~juct'e who will not even have a.haircut withC>Llt his

tipstaff being nearby: I assume to stem the flow of blood should the razor slip.

In my peregrinations around Au~ralia, I have di;>pensed with. this old-fashioned

ceremonial. But late last year an event occurred, relevant to my talk tc:' you today, which

led me to believe that perhaps 1 should revive the tipstaff and have on~ always close by. I

was presiding ata diJmer in a colonial setting' in .my capacity as Presid~ltof the National

,Book Council. The venue was the University Club, Sydney. The old fans were working for

it was a hot Sydney eV€fling. Present at thediriner were 'rome of the most distinguis~ed

literary names in the country. But after the presentation of the Annual Awards, a

middle-aged, greying, quite distinguished-looking man. approached me, menacingly.

Identifying" himself as a s::>licitor, he declared'! don't approve l?f what you are saying about

land conveyancing.. You are disloyal tl? the legal profession' . ~fter f! few more words in

somewhat stronger" language (I will spare yoo the 'details) this ~C('thy, respectable officer

of the law set into me. I received a few firm body blows. For a few, momentS I did not

know whether to be more hurt by the affrol)t to my dignity or the assault on my stomach.

I pulled myself uP and said with"as much co~posure as I could muster" 'This is not the time

for us to have this discussion'.

" Wen, now is the time for 'us to have the discussion. I told you this tale; to give

you an indication of the strong views that exist in at least rome quarters in the legal

profession about cut-price conveyancing. The conduct of this solicitor" was grossly

~typical. But the feeling" may not be -atypical. Indeed, 'it may be understandable.
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The. _'e income from land conveyancing constitutes slightly less than half of the to~l

income of the legal profession of Australia. POl' a lot of solicitors th ~ is the overwhelming

bulk of their life's work. The steady stream of lend conveyancing income is for many')h.€

staple upon which thercst of the practice depends. The existence or"this staple and the

guarantee of it, in most Staies legislation assuring a monopoly for lawyers, is said to be

the reoro.1 that we can afford to have them in remote country towns, available to deal

with the less remunerative or perfretly unremunerative work imt takes up such a large

place in legafpractice,.particularlY in the country and the suburbs.

TI-lE NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

What can be done about this? What should be done? Is there anyU1ing that could

be recommended iret would promise a more cost-efficimt title transfer sys.tem, to the,
advantage of the home purchaser in particular? Let me start on an optimistic note. I

believe that, whoever does land title conveyahcing, {t will become cheaper as· a factlX' in

home purchase costs as a res~lt of the-likely computerisa tion of titles. The prreess of

transferring the Torrens Title to computerised famat is not without difficulty. It has

been under study 'in a number of jurisdictions of Australasia. I have heard a senior New·

Zealand land title officer, brought up in the heady atmosphere of velum, parchment 8J1d

leather-bound certificates of titl~ [?rotesting that it would never prove possible ~o reduce

land titles to electronic (nta~ A few years ago, I held a post as Chairman of an DEeD'

committee .ex~mining one aspect of international data movements: computers in one

country chattering away to computers in an.other via satellite and other means. I learned

9)mething about the potential of the new information technology. For my part, I have no

doubt ttat computerisation of 18J1d titles is just a matter of time. In fact it is already

beginning. A system of computer retriev~l of land data has already been established in

~chJaide. JUs~ before the recent Victcdan elections, the thm Victq-ian Attorney-General

announced the planned expenditure of $10- million for tre transfer of land registration

de~ils to computerised famat. Mr. Storey!said the change was 'expected to involve the.

transfer of 17 million items on to the computer regi<;ter t • He said that tJ:1cre were ,also

plans to transfer more thM 150 sub-division plans on to microfilm to preserve the Ct'iginal

records a.nd to improve (?ublic access at the Titles Office in Melbourne. He predicted that

by 1983 large legal firms and lending institutions would be able to 'plug in' to the cmtral

computer system in the Victorian Titles Office, enabling them to search titles from their

offices. I The President of the Law Institute of Victoria, Mr. Matt Walsh, pointed out

that if the system were to take the next step of providing a more general land use dlm

base, for example to show whether a particular piece of land was zoned or subject to Acts

such as the Histcric Buildings Act cr levied fer rates and taxes, significant law. refcrm

would be required in the legislation presently governing the transfer of lands. 2

.....,'
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Attitudinal resistance will stond in the way. Technical problems will have to be

'Overcome. At a time of restraint, the initial costs-of computerisation will be daunting to

any govemment for the detail and the backlog and the need for abJO!ute and complete

accuracy will be a heavy burden. In the slow moving parliamentary process, the

necessities of ancillary law reform will also slow the pace. The necessities of consultation

to ensure that such legislation is ab~olutely correct will take time. The probable necessity

to establish a com.mon insurance fund agaiI)st the inevitable- occasional mistakes in the

computer and the obligation for trial runs of the computer program, particularly as it

embraces general1and use data, all will take time. And it will involve considerable cost.

But within ten years - or at the fTlOst 20 year~ - a very great proportion of

Australia's land title and related data will be on computer. The tedious, time-consuming

attendances, scrutiny and correspondence that are presently cited to justify the

significant profession~l costs may, to a very large ext.ent at least, be reduced to the

non-professional tapping of a few keyboards and the automatic printout of aggregate data

that both facilities, expedites and cheapens the pro?ess of land conveyancing. This is not a

dream world. It is nqt science fiction. Anyone who reflects upon the capacities of

computers today and the rapid penetr~tion of computications throughout our society will

Imow that the march of the new information technology has begun. It will not be deflected

by Torrens Title systems. Indeed Colonel Torrens, as he contemplated the dream of the

future city of Adelaide, might well have had the glint of a computer in his eye. His whole

grid and its procedures lend themselves to compute.risation by its central. registry, its

system of registered transfer and its guaranteed title open to pUblic inspection.

Let there be no doubt that lawyers will continue to playa part in the future 'of

land title transfer. They ha~e continued to do so in South Australia and Western Australia,

despite the presence of land brokers and settlement agents. They will continue to do so in

the age of computerised land title conveyancing, even though the professional content and

routine aspects of the work will probably be reduced by computerisation.

The involvement of lawyers is not in issue. What is in issue is whether ,there is

~otential to reduce the costs of title transfer, below the savings. that will be achieved by

technology. Is it desirable. to limit or control the monopoly currently enjoyed by lawyers in

some States of Australia in the business of paid title transfers in· the hope of further .cost

efficiency? Some recent commentators have suggested that a bracing exp<?sure to at least

some mar~et forces, under a~pro~riate conditions to assure thequaHty of the operation,

would be b·eneficial and would help lower costs. Other commentators are dubious or

frankly 0pl?osed. The chief purpose of this talk is to expose this issue for your

consideration.
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A I: I DEVELOPMENTS

In an address in December 1980 at 8 Christmas luncheon of the Association of

Co-operative Building Societies of New South Wales, I examine~ the conveyancing

monopoly enjJyed by lawyers in Eastern States of Australia. I canvassed, fairly I hope, the

arguments fa' and against continuance of the monopoly. And r then mised the question of

whether savings might not be effected, in the wake of a -removal or modification of the

statutory monopoly, by adapting alternative procedures. Th is is whlt I then said:

The establishment of a bureaucratic solution, by which a government agency

assists in land conveyancing, has been dismissed by 9Jme critics as

unthinkable.3 Yet such a system worked,· apparently, with some success, in

Canberm for a number of years when the Department of the Capital Territorys

pr'ovided conveyancing services, initially for $50 per transaction, to purchasers

in the Capital Territory. In its heyday the departme1t ~as perfcrming about

35% of all conveyancing in the ACT. It handled about 2,300 settlements before

it<; services were terminated in 1977. It was constantly criticised by the local

law Society.

The provision of 'conveyancing services by financial organisations is also not

without precedent in Australia. For many years the War Service Homes Division

of the Defence Service Homes and the Australian,' Housing Corpora tion provided

services similar to those offered by rolicitocs for purchasers of land. The

average charge for the service was less than $150 per transaction, well below

rolicitors' ch9.rges. Similar services could be provided for a large number of

home purchasers if banks and co-opera tive building soc ieties were able to make

available the facility of their conveyancing staff a" to employ rolicita-s or even

slcilled clerks to act in the purchase of land and the preparation'of nreessary

documents. Indeed, eV€fl if externa) rolicitcrs had to be engaged in such cases,

there could be considerable :savings offered to many purchasers.4

1 pointed out that critics had ass~rted that building societies and banks would never enter

thi5 market for they enjoyed a 'symbiotic' relationship with the legal profession and have

neither motivation nor the resireto 'rock the boat', More thoughtful.Gritics had pointed to

the fact that building rocieties and banks may not have precisely the same interest as the

home purcmser and so may not be as concemed, as an independent adviser w'ould be, to

ensure a good tit Ie. 5
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.In February 1981, soon after that speech was ,relivered, a useful paper was

pt'e[Hl.red by the working group appointed by the Ministerial Council on Housing Costs, to

report on 'Land and Hou'w Purchase Tra~saction Costs - Conveyancing Costs,.G The

report is contained in the I?apers of the Ministerial Council:on 'Housing Costs. It is a most

useful review of the topic. After examining the scales of costs for paid conveyancing and

comparing different State systems, the paper ioolates the possible lines·of action resigned

to reduce transaction costs. These are:

actions to encourag~greater competition;

actions to improve efficiency of the present system;

actions to vary present fee scales;

establishment of government conveyancing service.

The paper concentrates on ~mpediments to com[?etition and fee scales. It outlined the four

basic impediments to competition in conveyancing namely:

legislation guaranteeing the lawyer's monopoly in paid conveyancing work, except

in Sou th Ausl;ralia and Western Australia;

legislation in most jurisdictions setting fixed scales fer lav.,ryers' cre~gesj

prooibition on fee cutting by lawyers; and

prohibition on advertising~. lawyers of cheaper fees or quicker services.

The paper came to the conclusion that greater competition in land title

conveyanCing is resirable and that it is 'highly likely to lead to mo~e efficient and lower

cost conveyancing. l • As a result of the recommendations in the paper, the Ministerial

Council resolved tmt greater competition was resirable. It agreed toot there shoUld be

continued investigations concerning simpli fic~tion of the precess' of conveyancing. It

referred the recommendltions to the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General noting

that to increase competition, amendments of State and Territory laws would be needed to

remove the impediments identified. Amongst follow-up action recommended was

examination by Departments an~ State law reform commissions of the 'detailed

procedural steps ·required' to bring about greater competition among lawyers in the field

of conveyancing and/or allow others besides solicitors to offer conveyancing services for

fee.7

Since the above resolutions were adopted by the Ministers, -action has not been

what I wou~d can fieadstrong or dramatic. There have been developments in· Victcria and

New South Wales. I can briefly summarise these:
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DE. ..DPMENTS IN VICTORIA

I
In Victoria, a report on con,:,eyancing charges in that State was delivered in

1979. A further report, dated 1980·, became available later.~ The report was named 'for

its Chairman, Mr. Daryl Dawson QC, the Stu t8 Solicitor-Geneml. The Dnwson Committee

wus asked to report on 'any necess~ry or desirable changes' in conveyancing laws,

practices and costs in Victa'iu. It recommended toot the legal profession should retain its

monopoly in paid conveyancing work; that scale 1fees should be reviewed a~nuallY 'and

retained for transactions up to the. average price for a home. For more expensive

transactions, scale fees should be dispensed with. ~he interim report was not convinced by

the fact that in South Australia, where lawyers compete for work with land agents, the

costs per service was significantly lower than in Victoria. It pointed to differences

between the jurisdictions. I set out a table comparing fees to a purchaser fcr

conveyancing of registered title in all Sta tes of Australia. Solicitors' fees for

conveyancing in the Capital Territory are negotiable:

TABLE9

SohcilOrs fees L~"d S<:lllcmcni

IS) t>",kc"t dgcnls

Purtlta,;c lets. fccs,

Pn~ S.A. W.A.

IS} :".S.W. Vic. Old :-l.T: W.A. Tn. IS} "}

$25 00) '" '" 250 :95 '50 "" 17I.SO %

$30 oo:J 38' 'R6 m '" '50 '''' 111.50 "12
$35 <XXI "" "" '" 38' '" J2S 11:'-6.00 (0'

"""" m ." '50 '" ". '" 1116.00 '"
'" "" '" m '95 '" "" "" :OO.~ 120

"" "" '" '"' "" '" Us 4:& :00.50 111'.

iSS 000 %7 '" ,,'" '" '" '" 11$.00 131

"'" "" ".. 63' ,., 610t '" ,% :15.00 '"
"'~" '" 61' '''' 6Zot 211 538 1:'1.50 ,...
$7000) 50' 69' "" "" 28' "" 119.50 15"
S75000 '''' m '''' 686 '95 ... Z-t-l.OO 156

"" "" '" m '''' '" '" 03' ;>.,w.w '"

Note that the South Australian fees were increased by about 12% in December 198!.

Furthermore, certain function~ performed by rolicitors in Eastern States are sometimes

perfcrmed, and separately cmrged for, by real estate agents in South Australia.
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Note that the South Australian fees were increased by about 12% in December 198!. 

Furthermore, certain function~ performed by rolicitors in Eastern States are sometimes 
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Put shortly, the 8I=Qroach of the Dawson Report was to maintain the sIRtus quo

but to suggest an alternative and lower scale. In September 1981, the Law Institute of

VSc t~:da proposed t,mt the..maximumscnle of ,fees f()f. ~onvey.ancing. should be !19~ndoned.

The President of the Institute claimed that this would cres.tc competition in favour of the

consumer. However, as one correspondent to the 'Law Institute Journal in November 1981

noted:

The rules of [)rofessionnl conduct proh~biting price-cutting (Rule 4) and touting

(Rule 20» will be rendered useless by the body re~onsible for their

enforcement. 10

Put the other way, and somewhat morc critically, a ~ sceptical observation by John

Nieuwenhuysen and Marina Williams-Wynn, in their forthcoming book 'Professions in the

Market Place' observed:

. Neither of these outcomes [creation of competition or favour to the consumer]

is likely. Conveyancing for reward is a lawyers' monopoly, under which price or

other advertising is not permitted. l1

Meanwhile, the Consumer Affairs Council of Victocia relivered a report on

conveyancing. It is known as the Brunt Report after Professor Maureen Brunt, Chairman

of the Council. The report examined closely the Dawson Committee conclusions. It came

to five principal cooclusions:

that the solicitors' mooopoly of paid land title conveyancing was contrary to the

public interest;

that the times were right for change because simplification and computersation of

conveyancing were inevitable;

that SOme restrictions on people performing conveyancing were desirable as an

aspect of consumer protection;

that conveyancing agents, as in Western Australia and South Austra1.i;a, could do the

job;

that conveyancing charges should be left to the free market and not determined by

cost scales, whether recommended or maximum.l2

This report was taken to pieces in-the December 1981 issue of the ViCtcdan

Law Institute Journal. The headline declared that it 'was based On preconceived

ideas i. 13 The Law Institute President, Mr. Walsh, criticised the Council for failing to

seek the views of the Law Institute, the Registrar of Titles or other persons who had

substantial experience and for failing to analyse -the 'differences between practices

prevailing in South Australia and W~stem Australia':
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The justification for change seems to be based on the unsubstantiated assertion

that most conveyancing work does not demand legal training. '\That the writers

of..·the report c0!TIplet~ly ovet'look is tn'lt whilst ther~ i" on occasions the

delegation of work to unqualified staff, the stuff are under the direction and

supervision of a solicitor who ultimately takes responsibility for the work. 14

Mr. Walsh argues tmt scales of fees have been an histcdcal part of the practice of

lawyers and that fees for conveyancing were fixed by a committee which included a

Justice of the SqJreme Court. As an indication of the fact that this is no theoretical

issue, the November 1981 issue of the Law Institute Journal contHins a report that

disciplinary proceedings were brought against a solicitor for breach of the &>lie it<X'S'

- (Professional Conduct and Practice) Rules. He was fined for touting and attracting

business unfairly. The case arose out of a cut-price conveyancing operation.l 5

By this time the th61 Victa'ian Attorney-General, Mr. Storey, had two reports

and 0. lot of rna terial before him. He announced that 'urgent considera tion' would be given

to the suggestion of the Consumer Affairs Council that conveyancing scales be abolished

in Victoria. When, towards the "end of the year, draft legislation was introduced, this

particular recommendation emerged as part of the draft. I6 Apparently Mr. Storey

decided to accept the deci'iion of the Consumer Affairs Council in preference to the

Dawson Report. But then the Victorian election intervened. Everything now depends upon

the attitude of the incoming government. One legal journal repeatedly telephoned Mr.

Joh"n cains office during the election campaign to seek Labor policy. It was told that the

Laber PartY intended to establish an independent body to set legal scales. Whether this

implies scales for lawyers in all their operations including land conveyancing, or whether

the Labor GovernmEnt will favour releasing land conveyancing to the operations of the

marketplace is not at this "stage clear. I7 But .abolition of the old scale would by itself

have little practical effect to increase competition a.nd thereby reduce this factor in the

costs of buying a hou::e. If lawyers cannot advertise, if they cannot promote their services

as quicker and cheaper without ruooing foul of professional conduct rUles, if there arc no

means of bringing the competition to the notice of the community, competition will be

theoretical not real. And beyond competition a mong solicitors, there still remains the

more fundamental question of whether, as the Consumer Affairs Council suggested, there

should be competition from outside by land agents or other para-legal personnal equipped

to offer an expert conveyancing service, but without the necessity of- training the

operator not only in the intricacies of real property law but also; as at presmt, in the

exquisite detail of family law, the doctrine of res ipsa lOqUitur, the niceties of

crimioology and ,the elegant necessities of accura te court pleading.
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DE .•LOPMENTS IN NEW SOUTH WALES

In New South Wales, the State law reform commission is examining the reform

of various asp'eets oClhe orgaJl isationand professional condt.£t of the legal profession.

I::arlier this month it delivered a major report on the subject. It is not presently looking at

computerisation of land titles, although it might get a r:eneral reference on the matter at

SJrne time in the future on this to[>ie, particularly as its new Chairman, Professor Ronald

Sackville, is a national ·authority on land law. The Commission is a discussion paper on

advertising by oolicitors, called for modification of the rules that currently inhibit

informative professional advertising, including of fees. IS

After 9Jmething of a flourish following my Christmas speech in 1980, things

settled down in New South Wales to a battle of litigation between the Law Society and

cut-price conveyancing operata's who were seek inK to circumvent the legislative

mono~oly. In one case) a summons was taken out by .the New South Wales Law Society

against a discount conveyancer known as the ~onveyancing Centre. The Centre and its

proprietor was alleged to be in breach of sAoe of the Legal Practitioners Act of New

South Wales in perf<rming land title transfers foc fee) though unqualified. The case came

before a Parramatta Sti~endiary Magistrate) Mr. J.A. Dunn. However) Mr. Dunn was told

by one of the Conveyancing Centre's panel oolicitors toot he had prepared the docummts

which were the subject of the information. The magistrate dismissed the case. The Law

Society hls asked him to prepare a case stated fer the Swreme Court. The Society claims

that though the document was drawn by a solicitor) it was retyped by an unqualified

person and there fore prepared by that unqualified person and in breach of the Act. 19

No doubt we stall all be wiser concerning the legal implications of this and

other cases when the Supreme Court has ruled either in the Parramatta case or in other

proceedings com menced in the Equity Division where declarations and injunctions are

sought against the Co~eyancing Centre. Tile Law Society, in the proceedings against this

body and others in country and metropolitan areas, claims it is merely perfocming its task

of enforcing the law and protecting consumers against unscrupUlous cut-price

conveyancers. One report of a commrot by the proprietor of the Conveyancing Crotre

declares that 'the technique of the Law Society seems to be to aim to bleed to death

selected dficoonters with protracted and endless litigation,.20

Coinciding with the Victocien developments late in 1981, an editorial in the

Sydney Morning Herald under the banner 'Legal Monopoly' concluded that the monopoly in

New South Wales was 'on shaky ground':
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At present the 5,000 or so oolicitors in the State hays a monopoly over what is a

$2,000 rnillion-a-year business turnover. Cut-price conveyancing firms have

cmllenged the monopoly only to be threatened with legal action by the Law

Society of New- South' Wales.... South Australia and Western Australia have

already broken with the lawyers l monopoly. In those·States property purchase

has been simplified (with a few legal checks) in much the same Vi 1y as the

purcmse of a car is in this State. There does not seem to be much general

alarm over corrupt cllt-price firms. Indeed, these cut-price firms have been

operating in Western Australia, for example, for over 15 years. They now deal

with about 75% of the State's conveyancing. The fees charged are about n

quarter of what they are in NSW and Victoria....21

The reaction to this editocial was predictable with numerous letters asserting that

conveyancing was a job for lawyers, that it was one of the most important legal

transactions entered into by the average citizen, tMt the solicitor's fee was 'a small price

to pay for so much peace of mind,22 and that there were important differences between

the situations in the State and in Western Australia and South Australia.

Nothing much happened after this cri-de-coeur from the Sydney Morning Herald

until the report on I April 1982 as the lead story on the front page of the Her-dId declared

T¥Vran's Cut-Price Conveyancing Plan That Wasn't 1
• 23 The report quoted from Mr. Wranis

speech at the opening of the campaign for the Drummoyne By-election in late March. Mr.

Wran announced that the State Bank of New South Wales had concluded· negotiations to

merge with a major building society to f<rm the State Building Society. And he promised:

As a tangible immediate benefit conveyancing and valuations will be made

available to home purchasers through a centralised service provided by the

State Bank at significantly reduced costs. 24 .

According to the Herald's legal correspondent, Mr. John Slee, this announcement was seen

by ma~ solicitors as 'promis.ing a powerful government-operated version of the cut-price

conveyancing compB11ies which have begun operating in the past. three years (which]

challenge the solicitors' monopoly on conveyancing work l • 25 ·Such ·lui idea woold not

have been entirely novel in Austmlia. It would simply have picl<ed up the k:ind of system

that was implemented in the ACT by Mr. Whitlnm's government but abolished in 1977.

The Herald report of I April makes it clear that full conveyancing by the new.

5ta te enterprse was not ~n the NSW Governments mind. Quoting a spokesman for the

Premier, the promise was clarified:
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It means cheaper valuation fees, searches and legal fees. But there is 110

suggestion of cut-price conveyancing.26

A spokesman from the State Bank cited in the same article indicated that the bank would

be able to help customers .of the bank and the proposed building society with 'front end

paymentst , just 8S banks and building societies already do. But the actual conveyancing

·and the preparation of documents that tfB;nsfer title in property would be done, as usual,

by a solici tor who would charge the prevailing fee.

There the debate rests in New South Wales and Victqria and indeed for the rest

of our country. Prosecutions of cut-price conveyancers and those associated with them

continue. Rules of ethics and law against touting and adyertising limit what even lawyers

might want to do,. if released from conveyancing scales. In most jurisdictions of this

country the conveyancing monopoly remains firmly in place. Though in their private

moments members of the legal profession may be l?olitical ldries' - mony of them

monetarists who would make Milton Friedman proild - i·n respect of land conveyancing,

they argue strongly for the need for legal protectionism - not, it should be emphasised,

just protection for themselves but protection for the home purchaser, for the integrity of

titles in real property and for the removal from this area of activity of charlatans and

amateurs.

CONCLUSIONS

It ·is not for me to offer conclusions on this debate. The issues will be explored

later this afternoon. I am especially glad that John Nieuwenhuysen and Rod McGeogh will

be taking part, for I know them both. Mr. Nieuwenhuysen has recently written an

excellent analysis of the prC?fessio~s in Australia from an economist's point of view. The

book titled 'Professions in the Market Place' will, as I have said, be published shortly. It

examines the conveyancing monopoly as a case study of the competition between

professional claims and market forces. Rod McGeogh is a young lawyer who is

open-minded and .forward-Iooking. He will be more aware than many of the legal

profession of the great challenge that. lies before it. In' the uitimate analysis tl)at

challenge comes, in my view, less from the cut-price conveyancers and official reports

than from the inexorable march of tec.hnology. No-one will be prepared to pay high fees at

professional cost levels when the land .transfer· system is largely reduced to the

operational activity of a young person at a video display unit. The technology is already

with us. Its impact on land title transfer is' inevitable. The debate is about when, not

whether.
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I have no -relish in saying this. It is just as sad for conveyancing lawyers to

suffer from the impact of the microchip as it was for sldlled car workers or the splendid

and highly trained watchmaking industry of. Switzerland which was ave.ftaken b:r. the.

technology of the ugly digital watch. Furthermore, I realise perhaps more Reenly than

most that we must try to find attractive, remunerative and professionally suitable work to

sustain lawyers at a fair level of professjona~ income, spread across the face of this

continent,· servicing" suburbs, country towns und little people as well as city dwellers and

the well-lawyered corporation. But I remember from my youth the song ''TIle World Owes

Me a Living'. 'Tra-la-Ia-la-la-Ia-ln'. In these times, in ffird times, in times of change Bnd

above all in times of mature science and technology, the world does not owe even my

distinguished, indispensable, ancien.t profession a living. The cold wind of competition is

blowing in the market place. It is blowing towards the professions. It will have

implications foc the. land transfer system. It holds out the prospect that the costs of land

title transfer may be reduced to the benefit of the purchasers of homes in th is cOuntry.

FOOTNOTES·

* The views stated in this 'talk a~e the personal views of Mr. Justice Kirby only.

The Australian Law Refa-m Commi$ion has no reference on land title

conveyancing and the 'views expressed may not reflect the views of other

me-mbers of the Law Refcrm Commission.
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the well-lawyered corporation. But I remember from my youth the song ''TIle World Owes 

Me a Living'. 'Tra-la-Ja-la-la-Ja-la'. In these times, in mrd times, in times of change Bnd 

above all in times of mature science and technology, the world does not owe even my 

distinguished, indispensable, ancien.t profession a living. The cold wind of competition is 

blowing in the market place. It is blowing towards the professions. It wi11 have 

implications fOr the. land transfer system. It holds out the prospect that the costs of lnnd 

tit Ie transfer may be reduced to the benefit of the purchasers of homes in th is cOuntry. 

* 
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me-mbers of the Law Refcrm Commission. 
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